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Abstract

This paper describes a hybrid least squares stereo matching and feature
detection approach for the accurate metric recovery of 3-D facial shape and
shape change. We have incorporated an active shape model to enable a
priori image segmentation, facilitate adaptive window stereo matching and
to locate seed point correspondences on which full field disparity estimates
can be reliably initialised. Results are presented which demonstrate that 3D
facial reconstruction detail can be enhanced through thin plate spline
disparity map interpolation. The proposed method is sufficiently sensitive to
detect localised shape changes induced by simulated surgical correction of
abnormal jaw relationships.
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1 Introduction

There has been increasing interest in the analysis of three-dimensional facial surface
shape and shape change by oral and maxillofacial surgeons. Recent work [1] has
shown that clinicians can benefit from a 3-D analysis of facial morphological changes
which may occur as a result of growth processes, pathology or from soft tissue
movements following corrective treatment. This requirement places exacting demands
on the metric accuracy of 3-D reconstruction as well as the density of recovered depth
maps, since the changes to be detected are usually small. Imaging techniques such as
laser ranging [1], structured lighting [2] and stereo vision [3,4] have all been used for
recovering facial depth information. However, it is our belief that the potentials of a
stereo approach have yet to be fully exploited in this application since to date automatic
facial feature detection has not been used directly to drive the correspondence search.
In this paper we present a method that improves the performance of stereo matching in
the metric recovery of facial shape by using active shape model detected facial features.

Two broad classes of techniques are used in stereo vision; area-based [5-9] and
feature-based matching [10-14]. A feature-based approach provides a sparse disparity
map by matching at texture-rich points only. By itself, it does not provide sufficient
information for facial recovery. Area-based stereo matching chooses an intensity
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window in one image and then searches for its homologous counterpart in the other
image. It enables a correspondence search at any position of interest.

In this paper, we propose a stereo matching method, that combines an area-based
approach with facial feature detection, to improve the performance of least squares
stereo matching (LSSM) [5-8] by providing good initial disparity estimates and
reducing the geometrical image differences arising from close range image capture.
These differences can significantly degrade the performance of correlation–type
algorithms in facial surface reconstruction [2]. Firstly, we locate the face features
(eyebrows, eyelashes, nose, mouth and face boundary) using an active shape model
(ASM)[21]. Secondly, we establish a few representative point correspondences in the
neighbourhood of the detected features in order to estimate full-field disparity estimates
between the stereo images using thin plate spline interpolation [23,24]. The success of
LSSM is heavily dependant on the provision of good initial disparity estimates to
guarantee convergence of the iterative search to the global minimum of the least
squares criterion. We present some results to show that the use of ASM and disparity
map interpolation improves the performance of ordinary LSSM and results in the
production of dense 3D facial depth maps and reliable shape recovery. Finally, we
extract the facial midline profile from stereo reconstructions of a patient before and
after a simulated surgical correction to validate the intended application of the
proposed method.

2 Least Squares Stereo Matching

Least squares stereo matching (LSSM) is used to determine stereo correspondence by
minimising grey level intensity differences between homologous regions of the two
images, whilst taking due account of geometric and radiometric image distortions. The
optimal transformation is found between search and target window by a guided
sequence of iterative steps which continually update the position of the search window.
Let (xl, yl) and (xr, yr) be the co-ordinates of representative pixels in the two

homologous windows of left and right images to be matched, and let Il(xl, yl) and Ir(xr,
yr) denote their grey level intensities. Assuming both images are corrupted by additive
noise nl(xl, yl) and nr(xr, yr), the generalised observation equation is

I x y n x y I x y n x yr r r r r r l l l l l l( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )� � � (1)

The geometrical differences in the images of the viewed scene can be modelled as
an affine linear transformation fx, fy to account for scale, rotation and shearing effects
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A linear transformation function HR is used to model radiometric effects such as
brightness gain and contrast scale

� �I x y H I x y b b I x yr r r R l l l l l l( , ) ( , ) ( , )� � �1 2 (3)
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In the presence of noise Ir + nr = HR(Il + nl), and given that HR is linear, the
residual error ν(x,y) resulting from unmodelled noise is

v x y n H n H I Ir r r R l R l r( , ) ( ) ( )� � � � (4)

Expanding to a first order approximation
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Denoting the set of geometric (ai=1..6) and radiometric (bj=1..2) transformation
parameters by ββββ, we choose initial values

�0 0 01 0 0 1 0 1� ( , , , , , , , )d dx y
T (6)

In LSSM, it is necessary to provide initial disparity estimates dx
0 and dy

0 for
specified features between search and target windows. From equation (5), the
difference in intensity between the candidate windows ∆I(x,y) =Ir − HR

0(Il) is thus
given by
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where ∂Ir/∂x and ∂Ir/∂y are the derivatives of the intensity function with respect to the
x, y directions and v(x,y) is the residual error. The observation equation (7) relating the
grey level difference ∆I(x,y) with the transformation parameter ββββ can be solved so as to
minimise ||v(x,y)||2 over all pixels in the candidate windows. In v = Aδββββ - ∆I, δββββ are
the parameter corrections and A the coefficient matrix. Each corresponding pair of
pixels in matched windows generates on observation equation (7), and for an over-
determined system a solution of the parameter correction δββββ is obtained as a weighted
least squares estimate

� � �
�( )A WA A W IT T1

� (8)

with a weight matrix W for data snooping [6]. The updated parameters ββββ are then
calculated by iterative updating using a bilinear sampling procedure to calculate the
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new search window. After each iteration, the transformed search array is resampled to
obtain an interpolated set of pixel intensities around (xr,yr). Once convergence has been
achieved, the centre of the search and target arrays are chosen as corresponding points.
The initial disparity estimates for a pair of candidate match windows is estimated by
selection of control points (xlc, ylc) and (xrc, yrc) in the two images and setting
dxc

0=xrc−xlc, and dyc
0=yrc−ylc. We explain how these seed points are generated in the

next section.
In order to improve the performance of LSSM, various refinements were

incorporated including a multi-resolution algorithm [15-17] to enlarge its search
range, outlier detection [6] was applied to suppress the effects of pixels with large
intensity differences and bi-direction verification was used to eliminate obvious false
matches.

3 Facial Feature Detection
Facial features in stereo images are a priori in correspondence because they relate to
the same physical features on the actual face. Hence, automatic identification of facial
feature points in stereo images will result in good initial disparity estimates (dxc

0, dyc
0)

for these seed points. Facial feature recognition techniques are the subject of much
current research [19-22]. Given that ‘full frontal’ facial images are necessarily used in
our work, we have tested the Active Shape Model technique proposed in [21,22].

Active Shape Model (ASM) is a statistically based technique for building compact
models of the shape and appearance of almost any flexible object and they can be used
when searching an image for a new example of the object. The shape of a set of image
features can be described by a labelled set of landmark points. The points can be found
automatically once the feature outlines have been defined manually on a set of images
(Figure 1). A Point Distribution Model (PDM) can then be generated from a training
set of examples containing sufficient variation by performing a principal component
analysis on the aligned members of the training set. The analysis results in a mean
shape and a set of basis vectors representing the main modes of shape variation. The
mathematical details are now well established and may be found in [21]. Additionally,
the local grey-level profile statistics are analysed along directions normal to the outline
at each labelled point. In principle, these models can be used to locate instances of
features in new images. Essentially, the PDM is placed on the new image and then
allowed to geometrically deform in an iterative fashion until it best matches the
presented features.

Figure 1. An example PDM and the aligned shapes in the training set
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4 Prediction of Disparity Estimates
The detected features in the stereo images enabled us to define the seed points, such as
the end points of eyebrows, eyelashes, 5 points on nose, corner points of mouth and
middle points of lips, and 5 points on the facial border. However, these points were not
yet in exact correspondence and cross-correlation was applied to establish more precise
matches. Due to occlusion effects, points on the facial border were difficult to assign
correspondences. Searching was directed towards the centre of the face until
satisfactory correspondences were found. Final correspondence points are shown in
figure 4.

Given an accurate, albeit sparse, set of point correspondences for facial features it is
now possible to establish a thin plate spline interpolation function f(x,y) [23, 24] which
maps each point (xi

R, yi
R) in the right image to its corresponding point (xi

L, yi
L) in the

left image (Figure 4). The resulting mapping function f(x,y) = [fx(x,y), fy(x,y)] is vector-
valued, one for the x-coordinate and one for the y-coordinate and has the general form
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The effect of using a thin plate spline is to produce a smooth disparity mapping
function which interpolates between the sparse point correspondences. This is used to
provide the initial disparity estimates dx

0 and dy
0 in equation (6).

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Metric Reconstruction Accuracy

To establish the metric reconstruction accuracy of the stereo rig and validate the
proposed matching algorithm, we tested its performance on images of calibration
targets with known ground truth. We compared the disparity estimates obtained by
LSSM with an accurate manually-assisted centroid detection procedure which for the
purposes of the experiment were assumed ‘error-free’. The differences in disparity
estimates between the two approaches are displayed in Figure 2a. The rms errors in x
and y directions are 0.111 and 0.064 pixels respectively. The reconstructed spatial
coordinates of the target points were then compared using LSSM estimated
correspondences with centroid detection. Stereo disparity estimates were then
converted into 3D world coordinates through a modified form of Tsai’s
photogrammetric calibration technique [24]. The differences in 3D reconstructions are
displayed in Figure 2b. The maximum error in depth (z-direction) is 1.824 mm and the
rms errors are 0.116, 0.152 and 0.524mm in x, y and z direction respectively.
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Figure 2. a) Disparity error vectors (magnification 200) for calibration targets (o)
b) 3D error vectors (magnification 100) at the calibration targets

5.2 Stereo Feature Detection using Active Shape Models

We collected frontal view facial stereo image pairs of 61 patients (aged 10 to 26 years;
mean 16 years) attending a weekly orthodontic clinic at the Royal Preston Hospital. We
randomly selected 20 patients to train the ASM. The shape examples were normalised
and aligned by the Procrustes procedure; then the mean shape and the modes of the
shape variation were analysed. At the same time, the grey profiles along the normal
direction to the shape at all shape points were collected and their mean and covariance
matrices were calculated. For a typical trial facial image pair, the ASM located the face
features in about 50 iterations (Figure 3). To simulate the effect of 3D shape change
induced by surgical correction to correct abnormal jaw relationships, stereo images of
all patients were obtained before and after insertion of an orthodontic bite block

left stereopair before insertion left stereopair after insertion
Figure 3. Initial and ASM-detected features in the stereo images

Twenty-two seed points were selected from the detected feature set and adjusted by
a cross-correlation matching to establish a set of sparse point correspondences (Figure
4). The homologous points were then used to establish a thin plate spline mapping for
full field disparity interpolation.
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Figure 4. ASM-assisted point correspondences

LSSM can now be assisted by knowledge gained from the prior feature detection
stage using the disparities interpolated from the sparse point correspondences. Due to
greater texture variation, a smaller window size (9x9 pixels) is used in regions of the
eyes, nose and mouth. A larger window size (27x27) is indicated for the smooth
textured parts such as the forehead and cheeks.

5.3 Active Shape Model-Assisted Stereo

We have compared the performance of LSSM with and without ASM assistance. Using
comparable search regions and window sizes in different face regions, we can observe
the effect of the interpolated disparity estimates on the histogram of rms errors of
matches (Figure 5). Without ASM assistance, the distribution of errors has a large tail
(Figure 5a) indicating many unreliable matches (having larger rms errors). When
LSSM is ASM assisted, there are smaller numbers of unreliable matches although the
overall rms error is virtually unchanged (marginally decreased from 0.299 pixels to
0.279 pixels). However, the number of successful matches increased from 57.2 per cent
to 72.4 per cent. A successful match has a consistent disparity in the bi-direction
search and converges before 20 iterations. More successful matches lead to denser
recovery of 3D facial depth map. This improvement is thought to justify the extra
computational burden.

Figure 5. Comparison of the rms error distributions for point matches (a) without ASM
assistance, (b) with ASM assistance

5.4 3D reconstruction and shape change detection

In Figures 6 and 7 we present 3D reconstruction results for a patient before and after
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the simulated surgical correction. Facial midline profiles (Figure 7) have been
extracted by a symmetry plane registration method [24] to highlight the shape change
induced in the jaw. The midline profiles were first Procrustes registered using the
unchanged upper portion. We have shown the proposed method is sufficiently sensitive
to measure the shape change. The results obtained can then be further subjected to
landmark driven morphometric analysis for statistical analysis of group differences
[23].

a) b)
Figure 6. The disparity maps a) before, and b) after surgical correction

a) b) c)
Figure 7. 3D reconstruction a) before, and b) after surgical correction

c) Comparison of the 2D midline profiles before (*) and after (o) correction

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a hybrid stereo matching and feature detection
approach for the accurate metric recovery of 3-D facial shape and shape change. This
has been achieved using an active shape model to first detect the main features in a
facial image and then to provide full field disparity estimates through a thin plate
spline interpolation to initialise a least squares stereo algorithm. The advantages are a
reduced search space for correspondence and an increase in the likelihood of successful
matches being found. Results indicate that facial detail in the dense disparity map can
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be enhanced through thin plate spline interpolation. In addition, the active shape
model enabled a priori image segmentation to conduct adaptive window stereo
matching and to locate seed point correspondences on which full field disparity
estimates can be reliably initialised. The method is sufficiently sensitive to detect
localised shape changes induced by simulated surgical correction of abnormal jaw
relationships.
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